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Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief 

Steven G. Churchwell (SBN 110346)     Filing Fee Exempt  
Douglas L. White (SBN 206705)     (Gov. Code § 6103) 
Nubia I. Goldstein (SBN 272305) 
CHURCHWELL WHITE LLP 
1414 K Street, 3rd Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 468-0950 Phone 
(916) 468-0951 Fax 
steve@churchwellwhite.com 
 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs  
 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF FRESNO 
 

COUNTY OF SANTA CRUZ; CITY OF 
AGOURA HILLS; CITY OF ANGELS CAMP; 
CITY OF ARCADIA; CITY OF ATWATER; 
CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS; CITY OF CERES; 
CITY OF CLOVIS; CITY OF COVINA; CITY 
OF DIXON; CITY OF DOWNEY; CITY OF 
MCFARLAND; CITY OF NEWMAN; CITY OF 
OAKDALE; CITY OF PALMDALE; CITY OF 
PATTERSON; CITY OF RIVERBANK; CITY 
OF RIVERSIDE; CITY OF SAN PABLO; CITY 
OF SONORA; CITY OF TEHACHAPI; CITY 
OF TEMECULA; CITY OF TRACY; CITY OF 
TURLOCK; and CITY OF VACAVILLE, 

 
Plaintiffs, 
 

v. 
 
BUREAU OF CANNABIS CONTROL; LORI 
AJAX, in her official capacity as Chief of the 
Bureau of Cannabis Control; and DOES 1 
through 10, inclusive, 
 

Defendants. 
 

Case No.:   
 
 
COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY 
AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF  

 
(Code Civ. Proc., § 1060; Gov. Code, § 11350) 
 
 

The above-named Plaintiffs file this Complaint against the California Bureau of Cannabis 

Control (“BCC”) and its Chief, Lori Ajax, in her official capacity (collectively “Defendants”). 

Plaintiffs allege as follows: 

/// 

/// 
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Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Plaintiffs seek a judicial declaration invalidating Title 16, section 5416(d), of the 

California Code of Regulations.1 Regulation 5416(d) permits the delivery of commercial2 cannabis 

to a physical address anywhere in the state, which conflicts with the plain language of Business 

and Professions Code sections 26090 and 26200. Business and Professions Code section 26090(e) 

allows deliveries of cannabis, but only if such operations comply with local law. Section 

26200(a)(1) allows a local jurisdiction to regulate or completely prohibit the operation of 

commercial cannabis businesses within its boundaries.  

2. The Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”)3 requires that regulations, inter alia, 

be consistent with the statutory provisions being clarified or implemented.  

3. Regulation 5416(d) is in direct conflict with the plain language of Business and 

Professions Code sections 26090 and 26200, which guarantee the right of local jurisdictions to 

regulate or prohibit commercial cannabis operations within their boundaries.  

4. This Court should, therefore, declare Regulation 5416(d) to be invalid and 

permanently enjoin the enforcement of the regulation. 

PARTIES 

5. Plaintiffs are cities and one county within the State of California. Plaintiffs have 

adopted ordinances and resolutions regulating—or prohibiting—commercial cannabis activity 

within their jurisdictions.  

6. Defendant BCC is an administrative agency under the Department of Consumer 

Affairs of the State of California. The BCC adopted Regulation 5416(d), the regulation that is the 

subject of this action.  

/// 

                                                           
1 All references to “Regulation” are to Title 16 of the California Code of Regulations. All references to 
“Section” are to the Business and Professions Code, unless otherwise indicated. 
 
2 As opposed to cannabis grown for “personal” use. Proposition 64 permits the personal cultivation, inside 
a private residence, of up to six plants by adults. (Health & Saf. Code, § 11362.1, subd. (a)(3).) Cities and 
counties may, however, completely ban outdoor personal cultivation. (Id., § 11362.2, subd. (b).) 
 
3 Gov. Code, §§ 11340–11361. 
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7. Defendant Lori Ajax is the Chief of the BCC and is sued only in her official 

capacity.  

8. Plaintiffs are ignorant of the true names or capacities of the persons or entities 

herein named as DOES 1 through 10, inclusive, and therefore sues these parties by their fictitious 

names. Plaintiffs will amend this Complaint to set forth the real names and capacities of the DOE 

defendants, along with any additional allegations, when such information is ascertained.  

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

9. This Court has jurisdiction over the matters alleged in this Complaint pursuant to 

Government Code section 11350(a) and Code of Civil Procedure section 1060.  

10. Venue for this action properly lies in the Superior Court of the State of California, 

County of Fresno, pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure sections 393, 395(a) and 401(1). 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

a. Ballot Measures and Implementing Legislation 

11. On November 5, 1996, California’s voters approved Proposition 215, which 

decriminalized specified uses of medical cannabis. The Legislature implemented and clarified 

Proposition 215, delegating much of the regulation of medical cannabis to local jurisdictions.  

(See, e.g., Stats. 2003, ch. 875, amended by Stats. 2017, ch. 27 [codified as Health & Saf. Code, § 

11362.83]; Stats. 2010, ch. 603, amended by Stats. 2017, ch. 27 [codified as Health & Saf. Code, § 

11362.768].)  

12. In 2015, the Legislature adopted the Medical Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act 

(“MCRSA”), a legislative package that established a comprehensive regulatory framework for the 

cultivation, manufacturing, retail, sale, transportation, storage, delivery and testing of medical 

cannabis in California. (See, e.g., Stats. 2015, ch. 688, amended by Stats. 2017, ch. 27; Stats. 2015, 

ch. 689, amended by Stats. 2017, ch. 27; Stats. 2015, ch. 719, amended by Stats. 2017, ch. 27.).)  

13. On November 8, 2016, California’s voters approved Proposition 64, the Control, 

Regulate and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act (“AUMA” or “Proposition 64”), legalizing the 

recreational use of cannabis under state law.  

/// 
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14. In 2017, the Legislature enacted the Medicinal and Adult-Use Cannabis Regulation 

and Safety Act (“MAUCRSA”). MAUCRSA represents a single regulatory structure for both 

medical and recreational cannabis. (Stats. 2017, ch. 27.) MAUCRSA granted authority to the BCC 

to “make and prescribe reasonable rules and regulations as may be necessary to implement, 

administer, and enforce [its] respective duties under this division … .” (Bus. & Prof. Code, § 

26013, subd. (a).) Section 26013 makes clear that “[t]hose rules and regulations shall be 

consistent with the purposes and intent of the [Proposition 64].” (Ibid., bold added.) 

b. Rulemaking History 

15. In 2017, the BCC adopted emergency regulations to implement and interpret 

MAUCRSA. (Cal. Reg. Notice Register 2017, No. 51-Z, p. 1958 [operative Dec. 7, 2017].) The 

regulations would have been repealed by operation of law on June 6, 2018. However, the BCC 

refiled the emergency regulations with amendments. (Cal. Reg. Notice Register 2018, No. 24-Z, p. 

934 [operative June 6, 2018].) Notably, Regulation 5416(d) was not included in either the 2017 

emergency regulations, or the emergency regulations readopted on June 6, 2018.  

16. On July 13, 2018, the BCC issued the formal notice required by the APA to adopt 

the emergency regulations as “permanent” regulations (known as a “certificate of compliance”). 

This permanent rulemaking package included for the first time, Subsection (d) of Regulation 5416, 

the subject of this lawsuit.  

17. Regulation 5416(d) provides that “[a] delivery employee may deliver to any 

jurisdiction within the State of California provided that such delivery is conducted in compliance 

with all delivery provisions of this division.” (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 16, § 5416(d).) Despite the 

inclusion of this regulation for the first time, the BCC’s Notice of Proposed Rulemaking excludes 

any mention or reference to this significant addition to the regulatory framework for delivery 

services. (Cal. Reg. Notice Register 2018, No. 28-Z, p. 1063.) 

18. Following completion of the rulemaking process, the BCC transmitted the 

rulemaking file to the Office of Administrative Law (“OAL”) on December 3, 2018, which 

approved the regulations and filed them with the Secretary of State.  

/// 
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19. The final regulations became effective on January 16, 2019. (Cal. Reg. Notice 

Register 2019, No. 4-Z, p. 175.) 

20. Plaintiffs allege—on information and belief—that the BCC is allowing deliveries 

pursuant to Regulation 5416(d) in violation of the statutory rights of Plaintiffs to regulate or 

completely prohibit deliveries of commercial cannabis within their jurisdictions.   

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

(Declaratory Relief) 

21. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs 1 through 20. 

22. An actual controversy has arisen and now exists between Plaintiffs and 

Defendants, concerning the validity of Regulation 5416(d) and, specifically, whether it is 

inconsistent with Sections 26090 and 26200, as that standard for regulations is set forth in the 

APA.    

23. The APA requires that a regulation be consistent with statutory provisions. 

“ ‘Consistency’ means being in harmony with, and not in conflict with or contradictory to, existing 

statutes, court decisions, or other provisions of law.” (Gov. Code, § 11349(d).) “[N]o regulation 

adopted is valid or effective unless consistent and not in conflict with the statute and reasonably 

necessary to effectuate the purpose of the statute.” (Gov. Code, § 11342.2.) 

24. Regulation 5416, entitled “Delivery to a Physical Address,” provides in Subsection 

(d): “A delivery employee may deliver to any jurisdiction within the State of California 

provided that such delivery is conducted in compliance with all delivery provisions of this 

division.” (Bold added.) 

25. Regulation 5416(d) is inconsistent with both Section 26090(e):   

 … 
 “(e) A local jurisdiction shall not prevent delivery of cannabis or 
cannabis products on public roads by a licensee acting in compliance with 
this division and local law as adopted under Section 26200.” (Bus. & 
Prof. Code, § 26090, subdivision (e), bold added.)  

/// 
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and Section 26200(a)(1): 

 “(a)(1) This division shall not be interpreted to supersede or limit 
the authority of a local jurisdiction to adopt and enforce local ordinances to 
regulate businesses licensed under this division, including, but not limited 
to, local zoning and land use requirements, business license requirements, 
and requirements related to reducing exposure to secondhand smoke, or to 
completely prohibit the establishment or operation of one or more 
types of businesses licensed under this division within the local 
jurisdiction.”  

…. 

(Bus. & Prof. Code, § 26200, subd. (a)(1), bold and italics added.) 

26. In sharp contrast to protections for local jurisdictions in these statutory provisions, 

Regulation 5416(d) permits commercial cannabis deliveries to any physical address in the State, 

subject only to the BCC regulations themselves. 

27. Regulation 5416(d) is also inconsistent with what the proponents of Proposition 64 

told voters prior to the election. Proposition 64’s “Findings and Declarations” state that: 
 
 “The Adult Use of Marijuana Act sets up a comprehensive system 
governing marijuana businesses at the state level and safeguards local 
control, allowing local governments to regulate marijuana-related 
activities, … .” (Official Voter Information Guide, Text of Prop. 64, § 2(E), 
p. 179, bold added [Exhibit (“Ex.”) A].)  
 

28. Moreover, the proponents stated in Proposition 64’s “Purpose and Intent” section: 

 
 “It is the intent of the People in enacting this Act to accomplish the 
following: 
 “. . . 
 “(c) Allow local governments to enforce state laws and regulations 
for nonmedical marijuana businesses and enact additional local 
requirements for nonmedical marijuana businesses, but not require that 
they do so for a nonmedical marijuana business to be issued a state license 
and be legal under state law. 
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 “(d) Allow local governments to ban nonmedical marijuana 
businesses as set forth in this Act. 
 . . . .”  
(Id. at § 3(c)-(d).)   

29. The Official Voter Information Guide for the November 2016 election contained 

an analysis of Proposition 64 prepared by the nonpartisan Legislative Analyst’s Office (“LAO”).  

The LAO informed voters that: 

 “Local Regulation of Nonmedical Marijuana Businesses. Under 
the measure, cities and counties could regulate nonmedical marijuana 
businesses. For example, cities and counties could require nonmedical 
marijuana businesses to obtain local licenses and restrict where they could 
be located. Cities and counties could also completely ban marijuana-
related businesses. However, they could not ban the transportation of 
marijuana through their jurisdictions.” (Official Voter Information 
Guide, General Elec. (Nov. 8, 2016) LAO Analysis of Prop. 64, p. 93, bold 
and italics added to text [Ex. A].)  

30. Regulation 5416(d) also conflicts with MAUCRSA, which grants local 

jurisdictions the authority to establish and enforce commercial cannabis regulations. The BCC may 

not approve a state license to engage in any form of commercial cannabis activity (e.g., cultivation, 

manufacturing, retail sale, distribution) “if approval of the state license will violate the provisions 

of any local ordinance or regulation adopted in accordance with Section 26200.” (Section 

26055(d).) The BCC may not adopt regulations that limit the authority or remedies of a local 

jurisdiction. (Section 26200(f) [“[t]his division, or any regulations promulgated thereunder, shall 

not be deemed to limit the authority or remedies of a city, county, or city and county under any 

provision of law… .”].)  

31. The BCC’s justification in the rulemaking file4 for Regulation 5416(d) 

demonstrates the agency’s failure to develop a regulation that is: (1) consistent with MAUCRSA 

and Proposition 64; or (2) reasonably necessary to effectuate their purposes. In the Initial 

Statement of Reasons, the BCC explained that Regulation 5416 was necessary to “identify 

permissible delivery locations and methods.” (BCC Initial Statement of Reasons, p. 109 [Ex. B].) 

                                                           
4 Plaintiffs will lodge the rulemaking file with the Court as soon as the BCC makes it available. 
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The BCC stated—without any legal authority—that, in the absence of Regulation 5416, “licensees 

may interpret the silence to allow delivery at any location, including parks, near schools, and other 

unauthorized locations.” (Id. at p. 110.) It then stated that Subsection (d) was “necessary to clarify 

that MAUCRSA and its implementing regulations do not impose restrictions or limit where a 

delivery employee may deliver, as long as it is within the State of California.” (Ibid.). This analysis 

completely ignored the conflicting statutory authority to regulate or completely prohibit all 

commercial cannabis operations.   

32. The BCC disregarded numerous comment letters warning them that Regulation 

5416(d) conflicted with the statutory provisions granting local control. (BCC Final Statement of 

Reasons, append. A, pp. 291 – 300 [Ex. C].)   

33. The BCC is required to provide a written response to comments in the Final 

Statement of Reasons, but it concluded simply that “Business and Professions Code section 26090 

provides that a local jurisdiction shall not prevent delivery of cannabis goods on public roads.” (Id. 

at p. 291 [Ex. C].)   

34. The BCC’s rationale (known in APA parlance as “necessity”) for Regulation 

5416(d) is inherently contradictory. The BCC cites to Section 26090 as the statutory basis for 

adopting a regulation requiring deliveries to physical addresses. (Compare Section 26090(e) 

[delivery of cannabis on public roads] to Regulation 5416(a) [“[a] delivery employee may only 

deliver cannabis goods to a physical address in California.”].) However, under the BCC’s 

regulations, the physical address where deliveries occur must be located on private property and, 

therefore, such delivery transactions by nature cannot occur on “public roads.” (See Cal. Code of 

Regs., tit. 16, § 5416(c) [deliveries cannot be made to an “address located on publicly owned 

land.”].) Driving through a local jurisdiction on a public road, as the Legislative Analyst noted, is 

not the same as conducting a commercial cannabis transaction in the doorway of someone’s house.  

/// 

/// 

/// 

/// 
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35. The BCC’s own Cannabis Advisory Committee, formed to advise the BCC in 

developing regulations to implement Proposition 64 and MAUCRSA, raised concerns that 

Regulation 5416(d) eliminated the local control granted to cities and counties in Proposition 64. 

(BCC Cannabis Advisory Comm., Meeting Minutes (Aug. 20, 2018) pp. 15-17 [Ex. D].)  

36. During the 2017-18 legislative session, Senator Ricardo Lara introduced SB 1302, 

entitled “Cannabis: local jurisdiction: prohibitions on delivery,” which would have prohibited 

local jurisdictions from banning delivery of commercial cannabis within their boundaries. The bill 

was placed in the inactive file by Senator Lara on May 31, 2018. (California Legislative 

Information, Bill Information, SB 1302 (Lara) (2017-2018 Reg. Sess.) History File.5)  

37. The Legislative Counsel “keyed” SB 1302 as requiring a two-thirds vote in each 

house, since the elimination of local authority over delivery amounted to an amendment of 

Proposition 64. (Sen. Rules Com., Off. of Sen. Floor Analyses, 3d Reading Analysis of SB No. 

1302 (2017-2018 Reg. Sess.), as amended April 26, 2018, p. 5 (“[b]ecause SB 1302’s amendments 

to the Act go beyond simply implementing AUMA, Legislative Counsel assigned the bill a two-

thirds vote key”) [Ex. E].)  

38. The Senate Rules Committee analysis went even further, stating that even a two-

thirds vote might be insufficient, since removal of local control was such a deviation from the 

“core goal of AUMA” that it might not further the purposes of the measure, as required for any 

amendment of Proposition 64. (Id., pp. 4-5 [Ex. E].)  

39. Subsection (d) of Regulation 5416 was not a part of the original emergency 

regulations adopted by the BCC (emergency regulations no. 1), nor was it included in the second 

set of emergency regulations adopted six months later (emergency regulations no. 2). Shortly after 

SB 1302 was placed in the inactive file in the Legislature on May 31, 2018, Regulation 5416(d) 

suddenly appeared in the third rulemaking package, noticed on July 13, 2018.  

40. During the entire rulemaking process for Regulation 5416(d), not once did the 

BCC ever address the fact that legislation—not a regulation—was needed to remove local control 

over deliveries, that such legislation needed a two-thirds vote in each house, or that such 

                                                           
5 Accessed at: https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billHistoryClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180SB1302 

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billHistoryClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180SB1302
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billHistoryClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180SB1302
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legislation might not be possible without another vote of the People since it did not “further the 

purposes” of Proposition 64. 

41. The Legislature did grant to the BCC limited rulemaking authority over 

distribution and delivery of commercial cannabis. Section 26070 authorizes the BCC to “establish 

minimum security and transportation safety requirements for the commercial distribution and 

delivery of cannabis and cannabis products.” (Section 26070(b).) The Legislature further clarified 

that these safety standards include “minimum standards governing the types of vehicles in which 

cannabis and cannabis products may be distributed and delivered and minimum qualifications for 

persons eligible to operate such vehicles.” (Ibid.) However, this enabling authority to adopt safety 

regulations does not authorize the BCC to override local control in jurisdictions that have 

restricted or completely prohibited the operations of such businesses.  

42. A judicial determination that Regulation 5416(d) is ultra vires as inconsistent with 

Sections 26090 and 26200 is necessary and appropriate at this time. The regulation has been 

promulgated by the BCC, approved by OAL, and filed with the Secretary of State. Absent a 

judicial declaration by this court, Defendants will continue to enforce an invalid regulation.  

43. A permanent injunction is also necessary to prevent the BCC from enforcing 

Regulation 5416(d). Without such injunction, the BCC will continue to allow deliveries of 

commercial cannabis in violation of the statutory rights of Plaintiffs to regulate or completely 

prohibit such deliveries within their jurisdictions.   

PRAYER 

Wherefore, Plaintiffs pray for relief as follows: 

1. For a judicial declaration that Title 16, section 5416(d), of the California Code of 

Regulations is invalid and may not be implemented or enforced because it is inconsistent with the 

statutory authority of local jurisdictions to regulate or prohibit the delivery of commercial cannabis 

to a physical address within their boundaries;  

2. For a permanent injunction prohibiting the BCC from enforcing Regulation 

5416(d); 

3. For costs of suit; 



4. For attorneys ' fees pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 1021.5; and 

2 5. For such other relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

3 

4 DATED: April lj_, 2019 
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even G. Churchwell, Attorneys for 
Plaintiffs 

Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































 

 
  

 

   
 

 
   

 

  

  
 

      
 

 
 

 

   
   

 
  

 
 

  
 

 
 

 

Cannabis Advisory Committee 
Meeting Minutes – August 20, 2018 

Hilton Sacramento Arden West – Grand Ballroom 
2200 Harvard Street, Sacramento CA 95815 

Members Present (18): 
Avis Bulbulyan 
Timmen Cermak 
Matt Clifford 
Bill Dombrowski 
Jeff Ferro 
Kristin Heidelbach-Teramoto 
Eric Hirata 
Alice  Huffman  
Kristin Lynch 
Kristin Nevedal 
LaVonne Peck 
Matt Rahn 
Keith Stephenson 
James Sweeney 
Helena Williams 
David Woolsey 
Ben Wu 
Beverly Yu 

Members Absent (4) 
Catherine Jacobson 
Arnold Leff 
Joe Nicchitta 
Tamar Todd 

Bureau of Cannabis Control (Bureau) Executive Staff Present 
Lori Ajax – Bureau Chief 
Melanie V. Ramil – Deputy Bureau Chief 
Tamara Colson – Assistant Chief Counsel 
Andre Jones – Assistant Chief of External and Intergovernmental Affairs 
Alex Traverso — Assistant Chief of Communications 
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Minutes Taken By 
Kaila Fayne, Staff Services Analyst, Bureau of Cannabis Control 

1. Welcome, Call to Order, and Establishment of a Quorum (Matt Rahn, Chair, 
Cannabis Advisory Committee) 

Matt Rahn, Cannabis Advisory Committee (Committee) Chair, called the meeting to order. 
Meeting official start time noted as 10:06 AM. 

Roll was taken, 18 Committee members were present. Quorum was established. 

Committee Comment: 0 Comments 

Public Comment: 0 Comments 

2. Review and Approval of May 17, 2018 Cannabis Advisory Committee Meeting 
Minutes 

The Committee reviewed the May 17, 2018 draft minutes.  

Committee Comment: 3 Comments 
Chair Rahn commented that there was some debate regarding whether a motion had passed or 
failed at the prior meeting. He stated that Bureau staff had reviewed the webcast and the 
transcripts and determined the minutes were accurate. He clarified that due to the number of 
committee members present during the May meeting’s vote, the motion did not have enough 
“ayes” to pass as required under the Bagley-Keene Opening Meeting Act (Bagley-Keene). 
Committee Member Woolsey motioned the Committee to approve the May 17 meeting 
minutes. Committee Member Sweeney seconded the motion. 

Public Comment: 3 Comments 
Paul Hansbury: Mr. Hansbury commented that the motion that was discussed was regarding 
security measures for microbusinesses and stated that there was confusion about what defines a 
microbusiness under the Bureau’s regulations, which may have caused the motion to not receive 
enough votes. He urged the Committee to re-vote on the motion now that there was a clearer 
understanding of what a microbusiness is. 
Susan Tibbon: Ms. Tibbon stated that in previous meetings, the Committee and members of the 
public agreed that security measures should be determined by local jurisdictions rather than the 
State. She added that the regulations are guidelines and not set in stone. 
Chair Rahn reminded the public that comments in this period are on the motion to approve the 
May 17 meeting minutes. 
John Brower: Mr. Brower urged the Committee to re-evaluate the motion on security measures 
for microbusinesses and suggested that local authorities have temporary control over the 
businesses in their jurisdiction until the statewide market is more developed. 

Roll call vote was taken, the motion to approve and adopt the May 17, 2018 minutes passed on a 
18-0 vote. 
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NAME YEA NAY ABSTAIN ABSENT RECUSAL 

 

 
   

     

     

     

     

      

 
     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

      

     

     

     

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Avis Bulbulyan ✓ 
Timmen Cermak ✓ 
Matt Clifford ✓ 
Bill Dombrowski ✓ 
Jeff Ferro ✓ 
Kristin Heidelbach-
Teramoto 

✓ 

Eric Hirata ✓ 
Alice Huffman ✓ 
Catherine Jacobson ✓ 
Arnold Leff ✓ 
Kristin Lynch ✓ 
Kristin Nevedal ✓ 
Joe Nicchitta ✓ 
LaVonne Peck ✓ 
Matt Rahn ✓ 
Keith Stephenson ✓ 
James Sweeney ✓ 
Tamar Todd ✓ 
Helena Williams ✓ 
David Woolsey ✓ 
Ben Wu ✓ 
Beverly Yu ✓ 

3. Review and Approval of July 19, 2018 Cannabis Advisory Committee Meeting 
Minutes 

Committee Member Sweeney motioned for the Committee to approve and adopt the July 19 
meeting minutes. Committee Member Woolsey seconded the motion.  

Committee Comment: 0 Comments 

Public Comment: 0 Comments 

3 



Roll call vote was taken, the motion to approve and adopt the July 19, 2018 minutes passed on a 
18-0 vote. 

NAME YEA NAY ABSTAIN ABSENT RECUSAL

 

 
   

     

     

     

     

      

 
     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

      

     

     

     

 
 

 

 

 

Avis Bulbulyan ✓ 
Timmen Cermak ✓ 
Matt Clifford ✓ 
Bill Dombrowski ✓ 
Jeff Ferro ✓ 
Kristin Heidelbach- ✓ 
Teramoto 
Eric Hirata ✓ 
Alice Huffman ✓ 
Catherine Jacobson ✓ 
Arnold Leff ✓ 
Kristin Lynch ✓ 
Kristin Nevedal ✓ 
Joe Nicchitta ✓ 
LaVonne Peck ✓ 
Matt Rahn ✓ 
Keith Stephenson ✓ 
James Sweeney ✓ 
Tamar Todd ✓ 
Helena Williams ✓ 
David Woolsey ✓ 
Ben Wu ✓ 
Beverly Yu ✓ 

4. Chair’s Report: Status of the Advisory Committee’s Adopted Recommendations in 
the Current and Proposed Regulations of the Bureau of Cannabis Control, 
California Department of Food and Agriculture, and California Department of 
Public Health 

Chair Rahn provided an overview of the status of the Committee’s adopted recommendations in 
the current and proposed regulations of the Bureau of Cannabis Control, California Department 
of Food and Agriculture, and California Department of Public Health.  
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Committee Comments: 16 Comments 
Committee Member Yu asked if members will be able to modify or clarify any of the 
recommendations listed prior to the submission to the licensing authorities. Asst. Chief Counsel 
Colson responded and stated that the Committee can discuss the status of each recommendation 
and whether to include it as a public comment, but modifying or changing recommendations falls 
outside of what is on the meeting agenda. 
Committee Member Wu requested clarification that if committee members had additional 
comments or recommendations, they would need to submit that separately on their own to the 
licensing authorities. Chair Rahn confirmed that additional comments or recommendations 
would need to be submitted separately to the licensing authorities. Committee Member Wu 
added that a lot of things have changed from when the recommendations were first drafted and 
noted that he had a lot of recommended modifications that he will submit as his own personal 
comment. 
Chair Rahn agreed with Committee Member Wu and urged the other committee members to 
submit public comments before the public comment period ends if they have additional things 
they would like to see in the licensing authorities’ regulations. 
Committee Member Nevedal requested clarification if one of the cultivation subcommittee’s 
recommendations was amended by the Committee or after the recommendation was already 
approved. Chair Rahn responded that the recommendation was amended by the Committee, 
then approved and will be submitted as currently written if the Committee decides to move 
forward with the public comment. 
Committee Member Huffman requested clarification on how some recommendations were 
chosen to be included and others not. Chair Rahn clarified that the recommendations listed on 
the handout were the ones the Committee approved and adopted and stated that if there are 
recommendations that either were not approved by the Committee or if there are additional 
recommendations that members felt should be reviewed by the licensing authorities, the 
members can submit those separate from the Committee as their own personal comment or as a 
representative of their organization. 
Committee Member Cermak stated that there were four recommendations from the public 
health subcommittee that were not voted on due to time constraints and asked if those 
recommendations can be moved forward on behalf of the subcommittee.  
Chair Rahn responded that those recommendations were statutory and stated that all 
recommendations that were statutory were pulled and only recommendations that were 
regulatory were sent to the licensing authorities for review. 
Committee Member Cermak stated that due to restrictions under Bagley-Keene, the public 
health subcommittee was not as effective as its members hoped to be, trading transparency for 
efficiency and asked if he would need to submit the four statutory recommendations as his own 
personal comments or as the chair of the public health subcommittee. Chair Rahn responded 
that he would be submitting the comments as an individual not as the chair since the 
subcommittee did not get a chance to meet again and discuss the four recommendations. 
Committee Member Ferro expressed appreciation to Bureau staff for compiling the report and 
responses from the licensing authorities. 

Public Comment: 31 Comments 
Paul Hansbury: Mr. Hansbury thanked the Committee for their work and stated that the Chair’s 
report is the closest thing to a consolidated document from all three licensing authorities. He 
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agreed with Committee Member Cermak’s comment that the subcommittees did not have 
enough time in their meetings to go over everything and expressed concern that amendments in 
the readopted emergency regulations—namely the prohibition of businesses not being in private 
residences—was not brought up to the Committee to discuss before the readopted regulations 
were released. 
Joshua Jenkins: Mr. Jenkins expressed concern that the Bureau was not adhering to Business 
and Professions Code section 16102, that states military veterans do not pay fees typically 
associated with the startup of a business in sales outside of alcohol. 
Mark Whitlow: Mr. Whitlow disagreed with the Bureau’s response regarding the expiration of 
testing results of cannabis and cannabis products and stated that testing results do not have a 
timeframe and cannot expire. 
Public Commenter: Commenter stated that manufacturers should be responsible for packaging 
products in child-resistant packaging, distributors and manufacturers should be able to put an 
initial label on products prior to the testing being completed, and medical cannabis retailers be 
able to deduct the amount of tax paid in advance on donated cannabis to compassionate care 
programs. 
Joseph Airone: Mr. Airone expressed concern that none of the Committee’s recommendations 
on compassionate care programs was addressed in the licensing authorities’ regulations and 
stated that this topic is very important, and many patients’ lives are on the line and in desperate 
need of free cannabis. 
Scott Tyler: Mr. Tyler asked that more compassion should be involved in the cannabis industry 
and there should be more discussion about helping disadvantaged groups have adequate access to 
medication. 
Neil Yarborough: Mr. Yarborough asked the Committee to think about how compassionate care 
programs have helped veterans like himself function in society and how detrimental it will be if 
compassionate care programs go away. 
Teri: Commented that the requirement that a licensed retailer’s address be printed on a receipt 
poses a safety concern and would like the regulations to be changed to only have the license 
number or the general area that the business is located. 
Sabrina Fendrick: Ms. Fendrick agreed with earlier comments suggesting that child-resistant 
packaging be handled at the manufacturing level and not in the exit bags. She also added that 
retailers should be able to buy samples of products they are interested in selling. 
Troy Lawrence: Mr. Lawrence suggested that the regulations regarding delivery be more simple 
and transparent and allow delivery to be more accessible to the patients who need medication. 
Adam Villarreal: Mr. Villarreal commented that the regulations for delivery are more stringent 
than regulations for opioid medications. 
Hannah Nelson: Ms. Nelson agreed with committee members’ comments that there have been 
significant changes since the recommendations were drafted in March and suggested that there 
be some way for the Committee to integrate more current information into the Committee’s 
public comment. 
Ellen Komp: Ms. Komp expressed concern that a lot of the Committee’s recommendations, 
especially those related to microbusinesses, were not addressed in the readopted emergency 
regulations or the proposed regulations as well as the raising of dosage limits and 
recommendations drafted by the public health and youth subcommittee. 
Max Mikalonis: Mr. Mikalonis requested that the Committee have future discussions about 
delivery vehicle requirements such as vehicle weight, two-wheel delivery, and licensee premises 
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addresses being listed on delivery receipts. He also requested that the Committee look at one of 
the cultivation recommendations regarding light deprivation facilities that was addressed in 
CDFA’s regulations but with the opposite intent. 
Pearl Martin: Ms. Martin emphasized the importance of retailers being allowed to give free 
samples to customers. She suggested that the state marijuana identification card requirement for 
free cannabis goods be removed and agreed with other commenters that child-resistant packaging 
should be handled at the manufacturing level and not need to be placed in child-resistant exit 
packaging. 
Susan Tibbin: Ms. Tibbin expressed concern that not enough was being done for small 
operators in the northern counties in relation to microbusinesses and reiterated the need for a 
home business license.  
Trish Kamalia: Ms. Kamalia agreed with the recommendation that child-resistant packaging be 
handled at the manufacturing level and not at the retail level with exit bags. 
John Brower: Mr. Brower requested the Committee review the cultivation recommendation and 
the definition of “outdoor” and stated that the discussion wrongly included light deprivation as 
an outdoor cultivation type. 
Rich Miller: Mr. Miller thanked the Committee for their hard work and stated that the exit 
packaging requirement is an environmental problem and stated that labeling should also be 
handled at the manufacturing level. 
Matthew Pasquale: Mr. Pasquale commented that free samples should be allowed as well as 
compassion programs. He suggested that delivery hours should be changed to 11:00 PM or 12:00 
AM for people who do not work a regular nine-to-five shift. He also added that exit packaging 
should be removed and that distributors and manufacturers handle all labeling and packaging. 
Deanna Garcia: Ms. Garcia agreed with other commenters that child-resistant exit packaging at 
the retail level is unnecessary and stated that manufactured cannabis products should be in child-
resistant packaging but cannabis flower should not. She also added that the state marijuana 
identification card requirement for compassion programs should be removed and a doctor’s 
recommendation should be sufficient.  
Ron Richards: Mr. Richards expressed support for the exit bag requirement at the retail level 
and stated that businesses can use environmentally-friendly, reusable exit packaging which 
would help cut down on waste and environmental impact. 
Paul Hansbury: Mr. Hansbury stated that, regarding outdoor cultivation, the canopy should be 
defined by the drip-line of the plant, not the plant count. He added that the cultivation tax for 
compassionate use should be able to be refunded like the refunds for the excise and sales taxes 
and requested clarification of the S-type license and storage only center license would be allowed 
in a microbusiness. He also commented that there needs to be consideration of legacy operators 
when discussing social equity programs, at least 24-hour notice from licensing authorities prior 
to inspections, and delivery employees be allowed to have extra inventory in the vehicle in case a 
new order comes in while they are away from the licensed premises. He also requested the 
Committee review the recommendation that security measures be handled by local authorities 
rather than the State. 
Ray Purs: Mr. Purs commented that some local jurisdictions are adhering to Business and 
Professions Code section 16102 that states military veterans do not pay fees typically associated 
with the startup of a business in sales outside of alcohol and wanted to know if the State will be 
adhering to that section as well. He also suggested that a state program be created where 
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cannabis companies making a large profit are linked with social equity applicants to provide 
funding. 
Asst. Chief Counsel Colson reminded commenters that the Committee is hearing public 
comments on the Chair’s report and the status of the Committee’s approved recommendations 
and that there will be time for public comments on items that appear later on the agenda as well 
as a public comment period for items not listed on the agenda. 
Susan Tibbin: Ms. Tibbin reiterated that the definition of canopy needs to be changed from 
plant count to the drip line of the mature cannabis plant. She also agreed with earlier comments 
that legacy farmers need to be included in the category of social equity applicants. 
Nidia Holmes: Ms. Holmes expressed support for compassion programs that help patients 
receive the medication they need and commented that customers need to be able to sample 
products at the retailer. 
Caity Maple: Ms. Maple agreed with earlier comments suggesting that the delivery hours be 
extended to accommodate individuals who do not work a regular nine-to-five shift and agreed 
that premises addresses should not be included on delivery receipts for safety reasons. 
Joe Lindsey: Mr. Lindsey expressed concern about the increase in value amount that a delivery 
employee can have during delivery from $3,000 to $10,000 and stated that this is a security issue 
that now makes delivery drivers and vehicles targets for theft and robbery. 
Mark Carrillo: Mr. Carrillo thanked the Committee for the work and asked that they continue to 
keep pushing these issues to the licensing authorities. He added that the delivery hours as they 
stand right now do not work as there are people who wake up in the middle of the night that need 
medication and are not able to access it. 
Paul Hansbury: Mr. Hansbury asked why the renewal fees for an annual license are the same as 
the original license fee and suggested that if there are no structural modifications from the 
previous year, the licensing fees be reduced by 50 percent. 

5. Discussion and Possible Action regarding Submission of the Advisory Committee’s 
Adopted Recommendations as Public Comment on the Proposed Regulations of the 
Bureau of Cannabis Control, California Department of Food and Agriculture, and 
California Department of Public Health 

Committee Member Huffman motioned the Committee to submit all the adopted 
recommendations as a public comment to the Bureau. Committee Member Cermak seconded 
the motion 
Asst. Chief Counsel Colson asked Committee Member Huffman if she meant submitting to 
just the Bureau or to all three licensing authorities. Committee Member Huffman stated that 
the recommendations should be submitted to all three licensing authorities and put on the official 
record. 

Committee Comments:  
Committee Member Lynch commented that the Committee has heard from numerous 
individuals about the importance of social equity, compassionate use, and public health and that 
these topics should be revisted and addressed to the full extent of the Committee’s 
recommendations. 
Committee Member Nevedal requested clarification if the recommendations would be 
submitted to all three licensing authorities. Chair Rahn answered that they would. 
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Committee Member Cermak requested clarification if all the subcommittees’ 
recommendations will be submitted or only those that were approved by the full advisory 
committee. Committee Member Huffman responded that all the subcommittees’ 
recommendations should be submitted even if they were not voted on by the full advisory 
committee. 
Committee Member Lynch agreed that it would be a valuable submission to include all the 
subcommittees’ recommendations but also noted that is different than what the Committee has 
already voted on and is compiled in the Chair’s report. 
Committee Member Ferro agreed with Committee Member Lynch and clarified that the 
recommendations that are before the Committee are those that are regulatory changes, not 
statutory changes, and emphasized the importance of submitting the regulatory recommendations 
to the licensing authorities for review. 
Chair Rahn clarified that there is a difference between the recommendations voted on in the 
subcommittees and the recommendations that were approved by the full committee and the 
Chair’s report consists of recommendations that were presented and voted on by the full 
committee. He repeated that if there were recommendations that should be included but did not 
get presented to or approved by the full committee, members can submit those recommendations 
as individual comments on behalf of themselves or their organizations. 
Committee Member Ferro commented that the Committee did not have the opportunity to hear 
all the public testimonies submitted to each subcommittee and suggested that recommendations 
which were not heard by the full committee but were adopted by the subcommittees be included 
in the Committee’s public comment to the licensing authorities. 
Committee Member Huffman agreed with Committee Member Ferro and added that there 
was no harm in adding in recommendations that the subcommittees drafted but that the 
Committee did not have a chance to hear or vote on. 
Committee Member Cermak commented that, regarding the public health subcommittee’s 
recommendations, there were several that were statutory and while one of the recommendations 
was voted on by the Committee, the others were not because time was limited for each 
subcommittee to present their recommendations. He added that he would like a distinction to be 
made between recommendations that were adopted by the Committee and recommendations that 
the Committee did not hear but were voted on by the subcommittees. 
Asst. Chief Counsel Colson clarified that the agenda item is discussing the regulatory 
recommendations that were adopted by the Committee and stated that the Committee heard all 
the regulatory recommendations and the ones that were not adopted have already been 
determined by the Committee to not be appropriate to put forward to the licensing authorities. 
She added that the Committee approved to combine all statutory and non-regulatory 
recommendations into a letter to the legislature written by the committee chair. 
Committee Member Bulbulyan commented that the focus was shifted to regulatory 
recommendations because it was determined that the Committee could have more influence over 
the regulatory recommendations which the licensing authorities have the capability to change but 
also agreed that it would not hurt to submit all the recommendations including the ones that the 
subcommittees approved but were not heard by the full committee. 
Chair Rahn responded that the point of adopting the recommendations by the full committee 
was to narrow down the recommendations to those that were collectively agreed upon by the 
twenty-two members on the Committee. He reiterated that if there were recommendations that 
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the Committee did not approve that members feel should be submitted to the licensing 
authorities, they can still do so as an individual or a representative of their organization. 
Committee Member Huffman clarified that she was not suggesting that recommendations that 
the Committee reviewed and did not approve be included in the public comment but rather the 
recommendations that the Committee did not have the chance to review and vote on. 
Chair Rahn responded and stated that the only recommendations that the Committee did not 
review were ones that were not regulatory or statutory in nature and the Committee approved 
that those recommendations be sent in a separate chair’s letter to the legislature. 
Committee Member Cermak stated that there was a compassionate use recommendation which 
was statutory that the Committee did vote on and approve. 
Asst. Chief Counsel Colson clarified that the Committee did vote to handle the statutory and 
non-regulatory recommendations separately in a letter to the legislature drafted by the chair and 
vice-chair. 
Chair Rahn commented that the Committee is trying to affect the items that they have the most 
influence over, which are regulatory recommendations. He added that all the statutory 
recommendations the subcommittees drafted will be included in the letter to the legislature and 
that only recommendations that the Committee voted to not move forward will not be included in 
the public comment to the licensing authorities. 
Committee Member Huffman amended her motion to exclude recommendations that were 
reviewed by the Committee and not approved. Asst. Chief Counsel Colson requested 
clarification if the motion was to now be that all the adopted recommendations be submitted and 
that they be submitted to all three of the licensing authorities. Committee Member Huffman 
replied that was correct. 
Committee Member Cermak seconded the amended motion. 

Public Comment: 3 Comments 
Paul Hansbury: Mr. Hansbury commented that the Committee needs to consider the 
interpretation of these regulations and statutes and referred to the recommendation regarding 
microbusinesses and security measures, stating that the recommendation did not get enough 
votes because there was too much confusion surrounding the definition of a microbusiness and 
requests that the recommendation be reviewed again now that there is more understanding of 
what a microbusiness is. 
Public Commenter: Requested that the chair letter to legislature be made public prior to the 
Committee submitting it. 
Richard Miller: Mr. Miller stated that when Proposition 64 was passed, no one realized there 
would be three separate state agencies regulating commercial cannabis businesses and that it was 
imperative that the advisory board and its comments should reflect the will of the people and be 
submitted to all the agencies involved. 

Additional Committee Comments: 3 Comments 
Committee Member Cermak asked if the public recommendation stating that the licensing 
authorities create a special state and local licensing process for compassionate use programs was 
not addressed in the current or proposed regulations because it was statutory. Chair Rahn 
replied that there could be a variety of reasons why an adopted recommendation was not 
addressed and stated that submitting the adopted recommendations as a public comment will 
require the licensing authorities to provide a response to each recommendation listed. 
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Asst. Chief Counsel Colson commented that all three licensing authorities provided a document 
called the Initial Statement of Reasons (ISOR) in the proposed regulations. She also added that 
for the emergency regulations package, a Finding of Emergency document was included as well. 
She clarified that both documents explain the regulatory language and why the regulatory 
language was needed, which could answer some of the Committee’s questions about why the 
licensing authorities did or did not address certain recommendations. Ms. Colson added  that 
once a recommendation comes before the licensing authorities through the public comment 
period, the licensing authorities will specifically respond to each comment and recommendation 
as part of the rulemaking process for the proposed regulations. 

Roll call vote was taken, the amended motion to submit all the adopted recommendations as a 
public comment to all three licensing authorities passed on a 18-0 vote. 

NAME YEA NAY ABSTAIN ABSENT RECUSAL

 

 

 

   

     

     

     

     

      

 
     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

      

     

     

     

 

Avis Bulbulyan ✓ 
Timmen Cermak ✓ 
Matt Clifford ✓ 
Bill Dombrowski ✓ 
Jeff Ferro ✓ 
Kristin Heidelbach- ✓ 
Teramoto 
Eric Hirata ✓ 
Alice Huffman ✓ 
Catherine Jacobson ✓ 
Arnold Leff ✓ 
Kristin Lynch ✓ 
Kristin Nevedal ✓ 
Joe Nicchitta ✓ 
LaVonne Peck ✓ 
Matt Rahn ✓ 
Keith Stephenson ✓ 
James Sweeney ✓ 
Tamar Todd ✓ 
Helena Williams ✓ 
David Woolsey ✓ 
Ben Wu ✓ 
Beverly Yu ✓ 
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8. Discussion and Possible Action on the Advisory Committee’s Annual Report 

Deputy Chief Ramil explained that in Business and Professions Code section 26014, subsection 
(c), the Committee is required to “publish an annual public report describing its activities 
including, but not limited to, the recommendations the advisory committee made to the licensing 
authorities during the immediately preceding calendar year and whether those recommendations 
were implemented by the licensing authorities.” 

Committee Comments: 32 Comments 
Committee Member Cermak asked who would be responsible for writing the annual report. 
Chair Rahn responded that he and Vice-Chair Todd would be responsible for working with 
Bureau staff to draft the report. 
Committee Member Cermak asked if there will be an opportunity for the committee members 
to provide dissenting opinions to the report. 
Chair Rahn responded that the annual report will be a collaborative effort between all committee 
members and Bureau staff and proposed the idea of creating a subcommittee of members to draft 
the annual report and present it to the Committee at the next scheduled meeting.  
Asst. Chief Counsel Colson responded and clarified that if a subcommittee is created with more 
than two committee members on it, that meeting will be subject to Bagley-Keene rules meaning 
that there will need to be a 10-day notice. 
Committee Member Nevedal asked if it would be easier if each subcommittee chair put together 
a report for each subcommittee to help Chair Rahn and Vice-Chair Todd draft the annual report. 
Chair Rahn agreed with Committee Member Nevedal and stated that the report would not be a 
reiteration of recommendations from the subcommittees but a summary of all the discussions they 
have had. 
Committee Member Huffman commented that, in the annual report, she would like the 
Committee to address matters that may fall out of the scope of the advisory committee and out of 
the purview of regulatory processes. She also stated that she believed three licensing authorities is 
too many and they should be consolidated into one state agency. 
Chair Rahn agreed with Committee Member Huffman and stated that the annual report should 
not just contain what the Committee has done in the past year but also make recommendations 
about the role of the Committee moving forward and how the Committee can continue to advise 
the licensing authorities on matters such as social equity and compassionate use. 
Committee Member Bulbulyan asked if another advisory committee meeting should be 
scheduled and include only one agenda item to discuss all things cannabis in California. Chair 
Rahn responded that another committee meeting cannot be created but he was not opposed to the 
idea of creating a subcommittee to meet regarding the “big picture” items that are germane to the 
annual report. 
Asst. Chief Counsel Colson clarified that if the subcommittee is subject to Bagley-Keene rules, 
the agenda item will still need to be specific enough that the public will be on notice about the 
topics that will be discussed. Committee Member Bulbulyan asked if “State of the Industry” was 
specific enough. Asst. Chief Counsel Colson responded that would not give everyone sufficient 
information to determine whether the subcommittee would be talking about items that matter to 
them. 
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Committee Member Stephenson agreed with Committee Member Huffman and Committee 
Member Bulbulyan and added that he has found it frustrating that the issue of banking for 
commercial cannabis businesses has not been addressed and that maybe the Committee needs to 
be the one to start moving these issues forward. 
Committee Member Huffman suggested that a list of specific issues should be created that 
includes taxation, a statewide equity program, and any other issues that members feel need to be 
discussed on a broader scale. 
Chair Rahn suggested that the annual report subcommittee that will be created today draft the 
report and present it at the next committee meeting in September and then present the final report 
at the November committee meeting.  
Committee Member Wu expressed concern that the Committee spends too much time on 
statutory issues which are outside of their ability to influence and commented that there should be 
more focus on issues which the Committee can affect. 
Committee Member Bulbulyan commented that he believed that the purpose of the Committee 
was to advise the three licensing authorities on best practices and the implications of the 
regulations they create, not necessarily on the language of the regulations itself.  
Committee Member Nevedal responded to Committee Member Bulbulyan and stated that there 
were certain things that were discussed in the subcommittees and that the Committee has heard 
from public commenters numerous times about compassion care programs, social equity, help for 
small farmers, and that while there is legislation in the works for some of these issues, the 
Committee is not aware or is not discussing these matters to the extent that is needed. 
Committee Member Cermak stated that the Committee has the capacity to advocate for statutory 
changes where the licensing authorities do not. 
Chair Rahn asked the Committee if a subcommittee be created to draft the annual report and that 
the chairs of each subcommittee bring a summary report to the September committee meeting to 
be included in the final annual report. 
Committee Member Ferro requested clarification on how detailed the subcommittee chairs’ 
reports needed to be. Chair Rahn responded that the reports should not be too long, maybe two 
to five pages maximum.  
Committee Member Bulbulyan requested clarification on the timeline for the annual report. 
Chair Rahn answered that the subcommittee chairs will need to have their reports ready by the 
September advisory committee meeting and the annual report subcommittee will present their draft 
of the annual report at the September advisory meeting as well. The annual report subcommittee 
will then incorporate the chairs’ reports into the final draft of the annual report and present that at 
the November advisory meeting. The annual report will then be submitted January 1, 2019. 
Committee Member Nevedal asked if it would be easier to just resubmit the chairs’ reports that 
were drafted after each subcommittee hearing instead of creating a new report. Chair Rahn 
responded that the chairs could copy and paste their earlier reports if they wanted to. 
Committee Member Huffman motioned that the subcommittee chairs submit their summary 
reports to the Committee at the next advisory committee meeting and then the chair appoint the 
annual report subcommittee. Committee Member Sweeney seconded the motion.  
Committee Member Bulbulyan requested clarification if the annual report would just be limited 
to the subcommittee recommendations that were adopted by the Committee or contain the full 
reports from each subcommittee. Chair Rahn clarified that the annual report subcommittee will 
take all the chairs’ summary reports and incorporate them along with information from subsequent 
meetings. 
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Public Comment: 2 Comments 
Public Commenter: Requested that a separate subcommittee be created to address broader issues 
that the subcommittees missed. 
Public Commenter: Suggested that the Committee submit the annual report to the legislature and 
all other government agencies involved in the cannabis industry. 

Roll call vote was taken, the motion that the subcommittee chairs submit their summary reports 
to the Committee at the next advisory committee meeting and that the chair appoint the annual 
report subcommittee passed on a 18-0 vote. 

NAME YEA NAY ABSTAIN ABSENT RECUSAL 
Avis Bulbulyan ✓ 
Timmen Cermak ✓ 
Matt Clifford ✓ 
Bill Dombrowski ✓ 
Jeff Ferro ✓ 
Kristin Heidelbach-
Teramoto 

✓ 

Eric Hirata ✓ 
Alice Huffman ✓ 
Catherine Jacobson ✓ 
Arnold Leff ✓ 
Kristin Lynch ✓ 
Kristin Nevedal ✓ 
Joe Nicchitta ✓ 
LaVonne Peck ✓ 
Matt Rahn ✓ 
Keith Stephenson ✓ 
James Sweeney ✓ 
Tamar Todd ✓ 
Helena Williams ✓ 
David Woolsey ✓ 
Ben Wu ✓ 
Beverly Yu ✓ 

Chair Rahn called for a lunch break at 12:05PM. The Committee meeting was called back into 
session at approximately 1:00 PM. 
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6. Discussion and Possible Action on Section 5416 (d) of the Bureau of Cannabis 
Control’s Proposed Regulations Pertaining to Delivery 

The Committee reviewed section 5416 (d) of the Bureau’s proposed regulations which states, “A 
delivery employee may deliver to any jurisdiction within the State of California.” 

Committee Comments:  
Committee Member Woolsey commented that the City of San Jose opposes section 5416 (d) 
because it allows delivery operators to bypass any local regulations regarding cannabis delivery 
businesses. He added that while it is unfortunate that individuals live in a cities and counties 
where delivery has been outright banned, Proposition 64 did allow for local jurisdictions to have 
control over how many and what type of businesses they will allow in their limits. 
Committee Member Nevedal asked if there is any other product that is currently prohibited 
from being delivered in California and expressed concern for areas that are “cannabis and 
medical islands” where patients and consumers do not have access because deliveries are banned 
in their cities and counties and are forced to turn to the illicit market. 
Committee Member Yu agreed with Committee Member Nevedal and added that the intent 
and will of Proposition 64 was to ensure that there’s access to cannabis for adults and medical 
patients. 
Committee Member Heidelbach-Teramoto agreed with Committee Member Yu and 
Committee Member Nevedal and added that some consumers are intimidated and wary of 
entering a storefront dispensary and that delivery services provide them another option to buy 
from legal businesses versus the illicit market. 
Committee Member Woolsey responded to all three previous speakers and stated that 
Proposition 64 does want the public to have access to cannabis, subject to local control, and that 
cities and counties should work toward developing a delivery program in their jurisdictions 
without the State enacting regulations that bypass local control. 
Committee Member Bulbulyan commented that local jurisdictions are causing a bigger 
bottleneck in the industry due to their moving slowly regarding allowing businesses and added 
that if delivery businesses that are licensed by the local jurisdiction and the State will have 
oversight by the local jurisdiction where their permit is located so there really is no public safety 
issue with allowing licensed deliveries to deliver in any jurisdiction.  
Committee Member Cermak asked if there will be lawsuits if the Bureau removes local control 
as it relates to delivery and why it is okay to have local control for storefront dispensaries but not 
for delivery businesses. Committee Member Bulbulyan responded that the issue of local 
control is not on the business aspect because there is oversight for the delivery businesses by the 
local jurisdiction where the permit was issued. The issue is if local jurisdictions have control 
over whether their residents can accept delivery of cannabis products. 
Committee Member Ferro commented that the bigger problem is getting the local jurisdictions 
that have banned commercial cannabis activity to start allowing businesses within their cities, 
counties, and towns and adds that if elected officials in these jurisdictions are not allowing 
businesses to operate as Proposition 64 allows, they should be voted out by the residents. 
Committee Member Huffman commented that there are some issues, like delivery, that would 
be better handled at the State level versus the local level and suggested that there be some form 
of state issued permit that allows operating instead of having to apply for a permit at the local 
level and then the state level. 
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Committee Member Stephenson commented that reluctance from local jurisdictions to allow 
storefront dispensaries comes from a need to protect their community’s image and allowing 
deliveries helps to combat that. 
Committee Member Nevedal stated that the topic of delivery is not a local control issue 
because these businesses will already be licensed at the local and state level and if licensed 
delivery services cannot use public roads to deliver legal cannabis products to consumers, it sets 
a dangerous precedent for transporting of cannabis goods, not just for delivery employees but for 
licensed distributors as well. 
Committee Member Bulbulyan commented that section 5416 (d) is favorable to jurisdictions 
that do not want any businesses operating in their limits because it allows a resident to still have 
access to cannabis and cannabis products from neighboring jurisdictions while allowing city 
officials to not have any cannabis businesses operating in their limits. 
Committee Member Heidelbach-Teramoto agreed with Committee Member Nevedal 
regarding the implications of restricting delivery and stated that she has heard of instances where 
distributors transporting cannabis goods were pulled over and arrested because they were moving 
through jurisdictions where delivery was not allowed.  
Committee Member Ferro agreed with Committee Member Heidelbach-Teramoto and 
added that a lot of cities do not have the economic ability to research and formulate their own 
guidelines for cannabis businesses and are waiting for some guidance from the State. 
Committee Member Woolsey agreed with Committee Member Bulbulyan that allowing 
delivery services would benefit the local jurisdictions that do not want to have cannabis 
businesses in their communities without feeling as if they have deprived their residents of access 
to cannabis. 
Chair Rahn commented that the issue with this section boils down to local control and stated 
that he and Committee Member Woolsey, being two representatives of local government, are in 
the minority when it comes to the viewpoint of local control and local authority. 
Committee Member Woolsey agreed with Chair Rahn and stated that he believes everyone 
should have access, but Proposition 64 does grant local jurisdictions the power to limit or ban 
commercial cannabis activity in their community and if residents of those communities do not 
agree with the local authority, they either need to vote those individuals out or move to a 
jurisdiction that does allow commercial cannabis activity.  
Committee Member Peck commented that tribal members on reservations or living on fee land 
held in trust by the federal government do not have access to cannabis but are paying taxes for 
the land they live on. 
Committee Member Huffman commented that if a jurisdiction does not want commercial 
cannabis businesses in their communities, that is their choice, but they should not be able to 
restrict their residents’ access to it from jurisdictions that are allowing businesses. She adds that 
this is a human rights issue, not a local control issue, because people are being denied access to 
medication that they need. 
Committee Member Stephenson agreed with Committee Member Huffman and expressed 
concern that local jurisdictions want to restrict consumers ability to purchase a commodity that is 
licensed and recognized by the State of California.   
Committee Member Bulbulyan commented that there is no difference if a single individual 
went to a neighboring jurisdiction that allows commercial cannabis business, bought product, 
and brought it home and a delivery service doing the same thing. He added that there were more 
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pressing issues to handle and that the local jurisdictions don’t have the right to restrict access to 
their residents. 
Chair Rahn commented that allowing delivery in any jurisdiction is a public safety issue just as 
any other high-risk delivery or high-risk occupation where individuals are driving around with 
large sums of money are targets for crime. He added that if the legislature passes a bill that 
would allow deliveries in any jurisdiction, local authorities would enact the law, but the State 
should not preemptively try to remove local control that was granted by the legislature through 
Proposition 64. 
Committee Member Ferro commented that a lot of the cities whose citizens were 
overwhelmingly in support of Proposition 64 are still banning all commercial cannabis activities 
and this discussion would not be happening if more of those cities who were in support of 
Proposition 64 would allow commercial cannabis businesses to operate. 
Committee Member Stephenson suggested that if a company was delivering product in a 
jurisdiction that does not allow commercial cannabis activity, restrict the number of orders that 
can be delivered at one time. 
Committee Member Lynch commented that there is an imbalance between local control and 
individuals’ right to access and that the intent of voters when passing Proposition 64 was not to 
restrict access to those who need it. 
Committee Member Woolsey commented that if tax revenues only go to the city where the 
delivery originated and a delivery vehicle is robbed while delivering in a jurisdiction that has 
banned delivery, it becomes that jurisdiction’s public safety problem and they are not getting any 
of the tax revenue from the delivery sales. He added that Proposition 64 was passed with the 
knowledge that there will be two licensure processes: the local level and the State level and that 
it’s interesting that the public wants a statewide program when it is beneficial to them and a 
local-specific program when it is beneficial to them. 
Committee Member Woolsey motioned for the Committee to recommend to all licensing 
authorities that section 5416 (d) be removed from the Bureau’s regulations. Chair Rahn 
seconded the motion. 
Chair Rahn commented that he believes the discussion of allowing deliveries in all jurisdictions 
should be left up to the legislature to handle and that allowing deliveries will unfortunately result 
in some cities seeking litigation which is a waste of resources and time. 
Committee Member Cermak commented that he is convinced by both sides and asked if 
Committee Member Woolsey would accept a friendly amendment to his motion which would 
exempt delivery of medical cannabis from being banned by local jurisdictions. 
Committee Member Woolsey answered that he would not accept the friendly amendment and 
stated that local jurisdictions should be able to determine what happens in their limits regarding 
medical and recreational commercial cannabis activity. 
Committee Member Bulbulyan stated that there was no difference between a delivery driver 
stopping in a jurisdiction for gas or something to eat and a delivery driver completing a delivery. 
The commercial cannabis activity occurs in another jurisdiction and all that is happening during 
the delivery is a drop off. He added that many voters did not really know how to participate or 
get involved when Proposition 64 was introduced so they did not understand what was going to 
happen. Now that they have a had a chance to see the regulations in action, they can raise these 
issues to the authorities’ attention. 
Committee Member Huffman motioned for the Committee to support section 5416 (d) of the 
Bureau’s proposed regulations. Chair Rahn asked for clarification if a second motion can be 
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made if there is already a motion and a second on the table. Asst. Chief Counsel Colson 
clarified that it would be up to the committee chair how to proceed.  
Committee Member Woolsey asked if there was a way to have public comment on both his 
original motion and Committee Member Huffman’s substitute motion. Committee Member 
Huffman responded that the substitute motion would need to be defeated, then the Committee 
could discuss the original motion. 
Committee Member Bulbulyan seconded Committee Member Huffman’s substitute motion. 
Committee Member Huffman commented that the issue is not a struggle of power between 
local jurisdictions and the voters of Proposition 64, but rather the issue of human rights and 
ignoring the will of the people who voted in favor of Proposition 64 for the will of proponents 
such as League of Cities or the police chiefs of the various jurisdictions. 
Chair Rahn disagreed with Committee Member Huffman and added that local control is about 
representing the people. He stated that as an elected official, he is responsible for representing 
the will of those citizens who elected him and he is aware that other local jurisdictions made 
decisions without polling their communities, but some did and the decisions they make reflect 
what their residents wanted. 
Committee Member Huffman responded that the people who Chair Rahn represent might not 
represent the voters who voted for Proposition 64. Chair Rahn agreed and stated that although 
his city did vote to pass Proposition 64, it was not by a large majority, which places him and 
other elected officials in a precarious situation on trying to balance and fairly represent all the 
needs of their residents. 
Chair Rahn commented that the Committee is here in an advisory capacity to the three licensing 
authorities and was purposefully constructed to include many different perspectives on issues. 
He emphasized that this advisory committee meeting is different than the public regulatory 
hearings the licensing authorities are currently conducting and that the public should understand 
that the public comments made here are not being recorded as part of the formal rulemaking 
process. 

Public Comment: 
Rich Miller: Mr. Miller commented that the delivery is vital for patients to access the 
medication they need and stated that delivery should be controlled by the city where they are 
located not where the delivery is made. 
Caity Maple: Ms. Maple commented that over 1300 letters in support of section 5416 (d) have 
been sent to the Bureau and stated that local jurisdictions did not have the authority to ban 
deliveries in their cities and that the continuance of banning deliveries will only drive consumers 
to the illicit market. 
Public Commenter: Suggested that if a dispensary delivers outside of the city where they are 
located, the city where the delivery occurs receives the tax revenue. Also added that delivery 
locations and routes are recorded by GPS tracking devices so there would not be an issue of a 
driver being on a route that is not on the manifest. 
Amanda Naprawa: Ms. Naprawa commented that changes to State law should not be handled at 
the regulatory level and should be left up to the legislature. 
Susan Tibbin: Ms. Tibbin commented that the citizens of the State of California who passed 
Proposition 64 should have ready access to their medication. 
Troy Lawrence: Mr. Lawrence commented that local control is zoning issues, not prohibition or 
restriction of access to medication. 
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Ellen Komp: Ms. Komp agreed that the issue of delivery does not need a legislative fix and can 
be handled through regulations. She repeated earlier comments stating that local control is over 
land use not access. 
Adam Villarreal: Mr. Villarreal urged the Committee to understand that this issue is not about 
local control but about medical patients’ ability to access medication and that no other 
commodity is regulated as strictly as cannabis. 
Andrew Antwi: Mr. Antwi, on behalf of the City of Beverly Hills, opposed section 5416 (d) of 
the Bureau’s proposed regulations and stated that this section directly contradicts the Medicinal 
and Adult Use Cannabis Regulatory and Safety Act (MACURSA) and would be challenged 
legally if not removed. 
Max Mikalonis: Mr. Mikalonis expressed support for section 5416 (d) and stated that local 
jurisdictions that have banned deliveries are infringing on the rights of individuals under 
Proposition 64 to access cannabis. 
Jackie McGowan: Ms. McGowan commented that she lives in Sacramento and drives two hours 
to Oakland once a month to buy from a dispensary and that while she is lucky that she can make 
that trip, others are not and depend on delivery services to have access to their medication. 
Anne Kelson: Ms. Kelson commented that the State already has guidelines and rules for 
delivery services, so safeguards are in place even if local jurisdictions have not had a chance to 
create their own. 
Joseph Airone: Mr. Airone commented that this is an issue of patients’ rights and patients’ 
access to medication and that local jurisdictions banning deliveries was not the original intention 
of the passage of Proposition 64. 
Dan Georgatos: Mr. Georgatos suggested that an additional sentence be added to section 5416 
(d) that says if delivering to a jurisdiction that regulates and permits commercial cannabis 
delivery, then that commercial cannabis licensee must comply with that local ordinance. 
Michelle Disitzer: Ms. Disitzer commented that patients need to be able to access any brand, no 
matter how small or large. 
Public Commenter: Stated that MAUCRSA granted local jurisdictions control over the origin 
of the delivery but not where delivery travels to or ends in. Local authorities should control 
commercial businesses, not consumer access. 
Dale Schafer: Mr. Schafer commented that there is already a statute in place for immunity to 
drivers while delivering on public highways and that could work for deliveries across the state. 
He adds that if authorities cannot make this work, the illicit market will continue to thrive.  
Eliza Maroney: Ms. Maroney pointed out that for some patients, it is not just physical 
limitations but also fiscal limitations that may hinder their ability to access medication if their 
city does not allow delivery. 
Sean Kiernan: Mr. Kiernan commented that entities like the League of Cities who are fighting 
to restrict access are doing so at the expense of veterans who have served this country and are in 
desperate need of the medication. 
Paul Hansbury: Mr. Hansbury commented that allowing licensed delivery services to operate 
does not take away control from local jurisdictions because these entities will be regulated by the 
city where they are located and by the State. 
Public Commenter: Stated that veterans make up seven percent of the national population but 
account for twenty percent of national suicide rate and that if access to cannabis is restricted 
those numbers will continue to rise. 
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Public Commenter: Expressed concern that the Bureau’s website as well as California 
Department of Food and Agriculture’s (CDFA) website does not have a reliable way for 
investors to find licensing businesses. 

Additional Committee Comments: 
Committee Member Cermak stated that he will be abstaining from voting because he has not 
heard a compromise that satisfies both local control concerns and compassionate use concerns. 
Committee Member Bulbulyan commented that local control should be over setting up 
businesses and collecting tax revenue and allowing delivery across jurisdictions does not take 
away local control. 
Committee Member Stephenson commented that if cities did not want to allow deliveries, they 
could levy a tax amount that they see fit as a compromise. 
Committee Member Huffman commented that sometimes a compromise cannot be reached 
and this is one of those situations. She added this is an issue of helping people who are in need 
and urged the Committee to support the section 5416 (d) as written in the Bureau’s proposed 
regulations. 
Asst. Chief Counsel Colson requested clarification that the motion on the table was to 
recommend to the Bureau to keep section 5416 (d) as written. Committee Member Huffman 
responded that was correct. 

Roll call vote was taken, the motion to recommend to the Bureau to keep section 5416 (d) of the 
proposed regulations passed on a 13-4 vote. 1 committee member abstained. 

NAME YEA NAY ABSTAIN ABSENT RECUSAL 
Avis Bulbulyan ✓ 
Timmen Cermak ✓ 
Matt Clifford ✓ 
Bill Dombrowski ✓ 
Jeff Ferro ✓ 
Kristin Heidelbach-
Teramoto 

✓ 

Eric Hirata ✓ 
Alice Huffman ✓ 
Catherine Jacobson ✓ 
Arnold Leff ✓ 
Kristin Lynch ✓ 
Kristin Nevedal ✓ 
Joe Nicchitta ✓ 
LaVonne Peck ✓ 
Matt Rahn ✓ 
Keith Stephenson ✓ 
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James Sweeney ✓ 
Tamar Todd ✓ 
Helena Williams ✓ 
David Woolsey ✓ 
Ben Wu ✓ 
Beverly Yu ✓ 

7. Discussion and Possible Action on Section 5500 of the Bureau of Cannabis Control’s 
Proposed Regulations Pertaining to Microbusiness 

Committee Comments: 
Committee Member Nevedal commented that microbusinesses were intended to be a pathway 
for small businesses, legacy farmers, and family businesses to enter into the legal market but the 
current structure of microbusinesses does not benefit the mentioned entities as well as it should. 
Chair Rahn commented on the difficulty in establishing what a microbusiness is and how the 
statute can be interpreted in different ways which causes agencies like the Bureau to have to 
implement the intent which may be different from what was originally thought.  
Committee Member Cermak asked if the microbusiness subcommittee has any suggestions on 
how to address these issues. Committee Member Clifford responded that the issue comes from 
imprecise language in the statute which has a cap of 10,000 square feet for cultivation activities in 
a microbusiness but no limits on manufacturing, retail, or distribution which is disadvantageous 
for small business owners. 
Committee Member Nevedal agreed with Committee Member Clifford and stated that the 
original intention of Proposition 64 was not to be a catch-all for vertical integration. 
Committee Member Cermak moved to recommend that the Bureau re-look at the regulations in 
order better serve what the Committee believed to be the original function of serving the small 
farmers and providing them access to the market. Committee Member Clifford seconded the 
motion. 
Committee Member Bulbulyan requested clarification on what the motion entails. Committee 
Member Cermak responded that the purpose of the motion is to advise the Bureau to re-work 
regulations to favor the small farmer. Committee Member Sweeney asked if that is inclusive of 
home businesses. Committee Member Cermak responded that would be up to the Committee to 
decide. 
Committee Member Nevedal commented that the Bureau’s readopted emergency regulations 
prohibited cannabis business from being in private residences which also hindered existing 
business that have been operating from their homes for a long time.  
Committee Member Bulbulyan commented that as it stands now, there is no difference between 
a small farmer getting a microbusiness license and a larger business becoming a microbusiness, 
and in some cases, a microbusiness license is not advantageous because of the restrictions on 
growth. 
Committee Member Nevedal responded that businesses will need to decide if a microbusiness is 
the most efficient model and that the microbusiness license itself was meant more for the small 
cultivators. 
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Committee Member Bulbulyan commented that instead of putting restrictions on growth and 
profitability for all microbusinesses, focus should be on helping microbusinesses that include 
cultivation in their plans as a way of helping small farmers. 

Public Comments:  
Paul Hansbury: Mr. Hansbury repeated the need for a new home business license. 
Susan Tibbin: Ms. Tibbin echoed Mr. Hansbury’s comments regarding the need for a home 
business license and stated that California is a very large and diverse state and one size does not 
fit all when it comes to regulations. 
Hannah Nelson: Ms. Nelson stated that for rural citizens trying to obtain a microbusiness license, 
finding a location that will meet the local land-use rules for their activities is difficult and suggested 
that microbusiness be allowed to use shared facilities or have multiple locations for the various 
activities. 
Public Commenter: Commented that the microbusiness license was intended to create a level  
playing field for small farmers, not for corporations and suggested that regulators should follow 
the craft beer model in the liquor industry. 
Public Commenter: Commented that the microbusiness license, with some work, could be the 
“California brand” someday and is a useful tool in bringing pre-existing operators into compliance 
and suggested setting a cap on growth of all activities under a microbusiness and calling it 
something else if a business exceeds that cap. 
Paul Hansbury: Mr. Hansbury stated that the cannabis industry is not new, but newly legalized 
and that the regulatory framework should be for the established industry not the other way around. 
He repeated his earlier comments about the need for a separate home business license. 
Ross Gordon: Mr. Gordon commented that the microbusiness licenses that have been issued have 
been to urban areas and that there needs to be access for rural cultivators to enter the market. He 
urged the Committee to re-look at the microbusiness subcommittee recommendation that stated 
that local jurisdictions could opt-out of security requirements mandated by the State. 
Tim Blake: Mr. Blake echoed earlier comments that there needs to be more help for the smaller 
businesses to enter the legal market. 
Hannah Nelson: Ms. Nelson suggested a distinction between a microbusiness with self-
distribution versus a microbusiness with full distribution services, more tiers for the microbusiness 
fees, shared facilities tied to income caps, and removing insurance requirements for self-
distribution businesses. 
Susan Tibbin: Ms. Tibbin echoed earlier comments regarding the need for a home business 
license. 
Paul Hansbury: Mr. Hansbury repeated earlier comments about the need for a home business 
license and stated that the license will bring back the sense of community in rural towns and cities. 
John Brower: Suggested that the language for microbusiness be more specific to not give the idea 
that individuals are trying to operate large scale businesses from their kitchen tables. 
Paul Hansbury: Mr. Hansbury stated that the current regulations in effect are hurting 
communities that have operated out of their homes for a long time. 

Additional Committee Comments: 2 Comments 
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Committee Member Ferro asked for the motion to be repeated. Deputy Chief Ramil repeated 
that the motion was to advise the Bureau to re-work the regulations around microbusiness to favor 
small farmers, which was the original intent of Proposition 64. 

Committee members Huffman, Lynch, and Peck left the meeting and quorum was maintained. 
Roll call vote was taken, the motion to recommend advising the Bureau to re-work the regulations 
around microbusiness to favor small farmers which was the original intent of 64 passed on a 14-0 
vote. 1 committee member abstained. 

NAME YEA NAY ABSTAIN ABSENT RECUSAL 

 

   

 
 

  

 
   

     

     

     

     

      

 
     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

      

     

     

     

 
  

✓ 
Timmen Cermak ✓ 
Matt Clifford ✓ 
Bill Dombrowski ✓ 

Avis Bulbulyan 

Jeff Ferro ✓ 
Kristin Heidelbach- ✓ 
Teramoto 
Eric Hirata ✓ 
Alice Huffman ✓ 
Catherine Jacobson ✓ 
Arnold Leff ✓ 
Kristin Lynch ✓ 
Kristin Nevedal ✓ 
Joe Nicchitta ✓ 
LaVonne Peck ✓ 
Matt Rahn ✓ 
Keith Stephenson ✓ 
James Sweeney ✓ 
Tamar Todd ✓ 
Helena Williams ✓ 
David Woolsey ✓ 
Ben Wu ✓ 
Beverly Yu ✓ 

Chair Rahn motioned to have the microbusiness subcommittee reconvene in the future to discuss 
issues surrounding microbusiness and report back to the Committee at the next meeting. 
Committee Member Nevedal seconded the motion. 
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Chair Rahn amended his motion to include extending specific invitations to public commenters 
who the Committee has heard from regarding microbusinesses to provide materials to the 
subcommittee. Committee Member Nevedal seconded the amended motion. 

Committee Comments: 
Committee Member Cermak suggested that the microbusiness subcommittee meet either before 
or after the full advisory committee meeting in Eureka in September. Chair Rahn responded that 
if the subcommittee wishes to do that, it can be arranged.  
Committee Member Nevedal asked Committee Member Sweeney if he would make sure that 
the recommendations from the microbusiness subcommittee that were included in the statutory list 
be added in the subcommittee chair’s report because a lot of the issues surrounding 
microbusinesses are statutory. 
Chair Rahn suggested that the first half of the committee meeting in Eureka in September be 
dedicated to the microbusiness subcommittee and the second half of the day be the full committee 
meeting. 
Committee Member Ferro stated that the subcommittees were made small out of necessity, not 
due to lack of interest by members, and suggested that more committee members be allowed to 
join the microbusiness subcommittee. 
Chair Rahn asked who is currently on the microbusiness subcommittee that will be present at the 
next meeting in Eureka. Committee Members Nevedal, Clifford, and Heidelbach-Teramoto 
indicated they will all be present at the next meeting in Eureka. Committee Members Ferro and 
Bulbulyan indicated that they would like to be included in the microbusiness subcommittee for 
the next meeting. Chair Rahn amended his motion to state that the five mentioned individuals re-
convene as the microbusiness subcommittee. Committee Member Nevedal seconded the motion. 

Public Comment: 
Paul Hansbury: Mr. Hansbury commented that he would hope the subcommittee discuss the idea 
of a home business license. 

Roll call vote was taken, the amended motion to have five members reconvene for a microbusiness 
subcommittee meeting and extend invitations to specific public commenters to provide materials 
to the subcommittee passed on a 15-0 vote. 

NAME YEA NAY ABSTAIN ABSENT RECUSAL 
Avis Bulbulyan ✓ 
Timmen Cermak ✓ 
Matt Clifford ✓ 
Bill Dombrowski ✓ 
Jeff Ferro ✓ 
Kristin Heidelbach-
Teramoto 

✓ 

Eric Hirata ✓ 
Alice Huffman ✓ 
Catherine Jacobson ✓ 
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Arnold Leff ✓ 
Kristin Lynch ✓ 
Kristin Nevedal ✓ 
Joe Nicchitta ✓ 
LaVonne Peck ✓ 
Matt Rahn ✓ 
Keith Stephenson ✓ 
James Sweeney ✓ 
Tamar Todd ✓ 
Helena Williams ✓ 
David Woolsey ✓ 
Ben Wu ✓ 
Beverly Yu ✓ 

10. Future Agenda Items 

Committee Comments: 
Committee Member Nevedal requested that cannabis events be discussed at the next meeting. 
Committee Member Bulbulyan requested that section 5418 (a) and 5418 (c) of the Bureau’s 
proposed regulations be discussed. 
Committee Member Cermak requested the Committee revisit the issue of advertising health 
claims for non-medical cannabis now that there is no longer any A or M designation until the point 
of sale. 

9. Public Comment on Items Not on the Agenda 

Public Comments:  
Jackie McGowan: Ms. McGowan requested that the Committee discuss Track-and-Trace failure, 
specifically section 5050 (d) of the Bureau’s proposed regulations and Phase 3 testing in licensed 
testing laboratories. 
Preston: Commented that the six-plant minimum for personal use be changed to account for 
growing plants to eat as food. 
Hannah Nelson: Ms. Nelson requested that the Committee discuss cannabis collectives and 
extending temporary licenses past the January 1, 2019 deadline listed in statute. 
Jim Lewi: Mr. Lewi expressed support for the Committee to discuss cannabis events at the next 
meeting. 
Paul Hansbury: Mr. Hansbury requested that the Committee discuss composite testing of 
cannabis goods. 
Public Commenter: Agreed with Mr. Hansbury and added that composite testing will help 
alleviate financial issues for licensees and relive the bottleneck in the industry by streamlining 
testing. 
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Savino Sguera: Mr. Sguera stated that testing laboratories should be able to sublet sample testing 
to other licensed laboratories. 
Public Commenter: Commenter stated that the packaging requirements are onerous, and the 
testing requirements are exorbitantly expensive. 
Rich Miller: Mr. Miller stated that shortages in supplies in dispensaries are due to local 
jurisdictions either not having the ability or not wanting to permit businesses and there needs to be 
help from the State in getting these jurisdictions to issue permits. 
Tim Blake: Mr. Blake echoed earlier comments for the Committee to discuss cannabis events. 
Taylor Blake: Ms. Blake also urged the Committee to discuss cannabis events at the next meeting 
and added that the Bureau should look at the wine industry on how to structure cannabis event 
guidelines and to allow event organizers to provide a list of all vendors and working staff the day 
of the event, rather than the 60 days prior as is currently in the regulations. 
Max Mikalonis: Mr. Mikalonis supported earlier comments that the Committee discuss Track-
and-Trace failure, specifically section 5050 (d) of the Bureau’s proposed regulations and Phase 3 
testing in licensed testing laboratories. 
Randy Disitzer: Mr. Disitzer requested the Committee discuss expanding hours for cannabis 
deliveries and expanding the scope of events to include educational and informational events. 
John Brower: Mr. Brower requested that the Committee discuss self-distribution operations at 
the next meeting. 
Susan Tibbin: Ms. Tibbin urged the Committee to be mindful of the time constraints small 
businesses are under, many of whom have already had to closed because they were not able to 
enter the legal market. 

Adjournment: 4:07 PM 
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SUBJECT: Cannabis:  local jurisdiction:  prohibitions on delivery 

SOURCE: WeDrop Cannabis Delivery 

DIGEST: This bill prohibits a local government from banning delivery of 
cannabis within or outside of its jurisdiction. 

ANALYSIS:   

Existing law: 

1) Allows, under the California Constitution, a city or county to “make and 
enforce within its limits, all local, police, sanitary and other ordinances and 
regulations not in conflict with general laws, known as the police power.”   

2) Prohibits, under federal law, the manufacture, possession, sale, or distribution 
of cannabis.  

3) Prohibits, under state law as enacted by Proposition 215 (1996), prosecution of 
qualified patients and their primary caregivers for possessing or cultivating 
medical cannabis upon the written or oral recommendation or approval of an 
attending physician. 
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4) Legalizes recreational use of recreational cannabis and establishes a regulatory 
program over commercial cannabis activity, under Proposition 64 (2016)—the 
Control, Regulate and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act (AUMA). 

5) Grants local governments wide latitude to regulate commercial cannabis 
activity within their jurisdictions.  Specifically, AUMA: 

a) Allows cities and counties to regulate or entirely prohibit commercial 
cannabis activity within their boundaries; 

b) Prohibits state licensing authorities from approving an application for a 
license if the application would violate a local ordinance, and allows local 
governments to review applications for state licenses and to deny those 
applications if they are in conflict with local laws; and 

c) States that its provisions shall not be interpreted to supersede or limit the 
authority of a local jurisdiction to adopt and enforce local ordinances to 
regulate cannabis businesses, including local zoning and land use ordinances 
and business license requirements, or limit any law enforcement or local 
permitting activities.   

6) Prohibits local governments from preventing delivery of cannabis or cannabis 
products on public roads by a licensee that complies with state laws and local 
laws that are authorized under AUMA.   

This bill: 

1) Prohibits a county or city, including a charter city, from adopting or enforcing 
any ordinance that would prohibit a licensee from delivering cannabis within or 
outside of the jurisdiction. 

2) Makes a technical change. 

3) Contains findings and declarations to support its purposes. 

Background 

In 1970, Congress enacted the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) which sets forth 
five schedules of specified drugs.  For a drug to be designated a Schedule I 
controlled substance, CSA states the substance must have “a high potential for 
abuse," and have "no currently accepted medical use” in the United States. Federal 
law lists cannabis as a Schedule I controlled substance. 
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In 1996, California voters approved Proposition 215, known as the Compassionate 
Use Act of 1996 (CUA). CUA allowed qualified patients and primary caregivers to 
obtain and use medical cannabis. The Legislature clarified CUA by enacting SB 
420 (Vasconcellos, Chapter 875, Statutes of 2003). SB 420 exempts qualified 
patients and caregivers from prosecution for using or cultivating medical cannabis.  
It also protects patients with valid identification cards from both arrest and 
criminal liability for possession, transportation, delivery, or cultivation of cannabis.  
The industry remained largely unregulated at the state level until 2015, when the 
Legislature enacted the Medical Marijuana Regulation and Safety Act (MMRSA).  
MMRSA comprised a package of legislation that comprehensively regulated many 
aspects of medical cannabis including cultivation, manufacturing, transportation, 
distribution, sale, and product safety.  In 2016, several bills made slight changes to 
MMRSA, including renaming the Act the Medical Cannabis Regulation and Safety 
Act.  

AUMA.  On November 8, 2016, California voters approved Proposition 64—the 
Control, Regulate and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act (AUMA)—which legalized 
the recreational use of cannabis by adults age 21 and older.  AUMA provides for 
the licensure and regulation of commercial adult cannabis activities by various 
state agencies and imposes an excise tax and a cultivation tax on cannabis and 
cannabis products.  Proposition 64 was subsequently amended by SB 94 
(Committee on Budget and Fiscal Review, Chapter 27, Statutes of 2017) and 
AB 133 (Committee on Budget, Chapter 253, Statutes of 2017), which clarified 
certain provisions of Proposition 64 and established a single regulatory scheme for 
both medical and recreational cannabis activity and commerce. 

AUMA establishes a three-tier system of licensing for commercial cannabis 
activity, including production, distribution, and retail sale.  Entities engaged in 
commercial cannabis activity must possess licenses to conduct particular types of 
activities, issued by one of three state licensing authorities:  

 The Bureau of Cannabis Control within the Department of Consumer Affairs 
(Bureau), which licenses retail sale, delivery, transportation, distribution, and 
testing; 

 The Department of Public Health, which licenses manufacturing; and 
 The California Department of Food and Agriculture, which licenses cultivation. 

AUMA allows a retailer to conduct sales entirely by delivery.  Under regulations 
adopted by the Bureau, a licensed retailer must have a physical location from 
which cannabis products are sent out for delivery, and must meet all the same 
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requirements of storefront retail sites, except that the retailer’s physical location 
must be closed to the public. 

Local bans and regulations on delivery.  Using the authority granted by AUMA, 
most local governments in the state have banned the delivery of either medical 
cannabis or recreational cannabis.  Specifically, according to CannaRegs.com, a 
company that tracks local cannabis ordinances across the United States, 333 cities 
and counties in California ban the delivery of both medical and recreational 
cannabis, and an additional 72 ban one or the other—totaling 75% of all 
municipalities in California. 

Cannabis delivery businesses want to ensure that delivery is allowed in cities and 
counties throughout the state. 

Comments 

1) Purpose of the bill.  Voters overwhelmingly approved Proposition 64, AUMA 
with 57% of the votes cast.  Proposition 64 legalized the production, sale, and 
use of cannabis in the state of California.  Voters clearly intended for the use of 
cannabis to be legal.  But local bans on delivery substantially undermine this 
goal, particularly as delivery becomes the method of choice for customers.  
These bans have even greater consequences for patients who are too unwell to 
grow their own medical cannabis or travel outside of their city or county to 
purchase it.  In addition, local delivery bans encourage the continuance of a 
black market, to the detriment of licensed—and taxpaying—cannabis 
businesses.  Banning delivery does not prevent delivery from occurring; it 
merely sends it underground, depriving the state of revenue and putting 
unregulated and potentially unsafe products on the market.  SB 1302 solves 
these problems by making it clear that delivery cannot be prohibited by local 
ordinances.  It resolves equity concerns over access to medication and inhibits 
the black market from developing by allowing a legal, licensed market to 
flourish.  And it protects public safety by ensuring the regulated products are 
tracked from seed to sale, ensuring that no cannabis is illegally diverted. 

2) What voters want.  A core goal of AUMA was to preserve local control over the 
cannabis businesses that operate within local jurisdictions.  Among the declared 
purposes contained within Proposition 64 was to “allow local governments to 
ban nonmedical marijuana businesses, as set forth in this Act.”  SB 1302 
proposes to allow delivery into and out of all local jurisdictions in the state, no 
matter what local officials say.  Critics of the bill argue that by removing local 
authority over whether delivery may occur, SB 1302 cuts against the main 
thrust of Proposition 64, which was to allow local governments to ban 
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commercial activity within their jurisdictions.  Supporters of SB 1302 argue 
that Proposition 64’s intent was to provide for a regulated market for cannabis, 
and local bans on delivery only frustrate that intent by encouraging black 
market activity and hindering the ability of individuals to use cannabis.  
Ultimately, the courts may decide if SB 1302 is consistent with Proposition 64.  

3) Home rule.  Local governments have an interest in controlling what type of 
activity occurs within their jurisdiction in order to protect public health, safety, 
and welfare.  It is unclear whether SB 1302 allows local governments to impose 
their own licensing conditions on a cannabis delivery company that operates 
from outside of their jurisdiction, or if a delivery company could get a state 
license, to locate within a jurisdiction that doesn’t impose any additional rules, 
and then deliver to communities that have more stringent regulations.  This 
dynamic could create a race to the bottom, where delivery companies flock 
those jurisdictions that provide minimal licensing requirements, with the goal 
of, for example, avoiding labor protections or local taxes.    

4) Two-thirds vote.  Proposition 64 allows the Legislature to amend it with either a 
simple majority or two-thirds vote, depending on the specific nature of the 
amendments.  If the amendments implement the substantive provisions of the 
medical cannabis portions or the commercial cannabis regulatory framework 
of the proposition, or if the amendments further reduce penalties contained 
in the Act, the Legislature can enact changes by majority vote.  Any other 
amendments require a two-thirds vote.  In all cases, legislative amendments 
must further the purposes and intent of the Act.  Because SB 1302’s 
amendments to the Act go beyond simply implementing AUMA, Legislative 
Counsel assigned the bill a two-thirds vote key. 

FISCAL EFFECT: Appropriation: No Fiscal Com.: No Local: No 

SUPPORT: (Verified 5/23/18) 

WeDrop Cannabis Delivery (source) 
420 Central 
420 Stock 
A Therapeutic Alternative 
A+ Collective 
Alchemist 
Americans for Safe Access 
Americans for Safe Access, Oakland 
Americans for Safe Access, San Diego 
Americans for Safe Access, San Francisco 
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Around My Way Delivery 
Bay Area Delivery Alliance 
Blackbird 
Board of Equalization Member Fiona Ma 
Brownie Mary Democrats of Sacramento County 
C.A.R.E. 
CA Labs 
California Asian Chamber of Commerce 
California Cannabis Courier Association 
California Cannabis Delivery Alliance 
California Cannabis Industry Association 
California Cannabis Manufacturers Association 
California High Society, Seniors Seeking Cannabis 
California NORML 
Cannabis Industry Association of Marin County 
Cannagram 
CannaWagon 
CBD Power Bars 
CMG/Caliva 
Cold Creek Organics 
Conference of California Bar Associations 
Cosmic Courier 
COVA 
Covelo Cannabis Advocacy Group 
Delta Roots Collective 
Driven 
Drug Policy Alliance 
Elite Care California 
Far Out Farm, Inc. 
Fiddler’s Greens 
Fire Farms 
Fire Pharmaceuticals 
Grannie Chris Edibles 
Green Rush Consulting 
Greenspoon Marder 
Hueneme Patient Consumer Co-Op 
Ijasun 
International Cannabis Farmers Association 
JWC Deliveries, Inc. 
Kanna, Inc. 
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Kannibox 
Karyn Cooks Modern Marketing 
Kin Slips 
Kind Deliveries 
Kind Farms 
Los Angeles Delivery Alliance 
Lucky Box Club 
Marin County Courier Association 
Marygold Delivery 
Meadow 
MendoRoyal 
Nevada County Cannabis Alliance 
North Coast Cannabis Nursery Group 
Peace of Mind Health & Wellness 
Reverence Vegan Gardens 
San Diego Cannabis Delivery Alliance 
SAVA 
Sespe Creek Collective 
Shale Peak Horticulture 
Sierra County Growers Association 
SIVA Enterprises 
Southern California Coalition 
SpeedWeed 
Students for Sensible Drug Policy, Golden Gate University School of Law 
Sunnabis: Humboldt’s Full Sun Farms 
Taproot Business Consulting 
Teamsters 
The Emerald Cup 
The Emerald Exchange 
The Farmers Flower 
The National Alliance of Mental-Illness-California 
The Way Home 
Thrive Society 
Tōdem 
Treat Yourself 
TryLeaf, Inc. 
Vertiza Properties 
220 individuals 
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OPPOSITION: (Verified 5/4/18) 

California Police Chiefs Association 
California State Association of Counties 
City of Moorpark 
City of Thousand Oaks 
County of Sacramento 
League of California Cities 
Long Beach Collectives Association 
Rural County Representatives of California 
Santa Ana Cannabis Association 
UFCW Western States Council 
United Cannabis Business Association 
Urban Counties of California 
Verdant Distribution 
 
 
 
Prepared by: Anton Favorini-Csorba / GOV. & F. / (916) 651-4119 
5/23/18 10:56:25 

****  END  **** 
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